
5/18/94 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

I am writing to say thank you to you for writing Case Open. 
You did a masterful job in exposing Posner for the fraud and liar 
that he is. Knowing the truth is the American way and we are 
blessed by the fact that you are still writing and teaching us the 
truth in regard to the assassination. It was particularly heart- 
warming that you stuck up for Mrs. Meagher as it was despicable 
that Posner slandered the memory of the deceased in the things he 
wrote about her. 

On page 169 of Case Open, it says that a longer andmore detailed 
version will be available. If it is available now I'd like to buy 
it from you. I would like to purchase a copy of your Inside the 
JFK Assassination Industry, if it is possible. If it is possible 
to purchase these manuscripts, I'd appreciate it if you would send 
them to me with your bill and I will then get a check in the mail 
to you. If this is possible, it would mean alot if you would 
autograph them for me. 

My friend rob Beaumont has called you and we are looking foward 
to visiting you, on G14. If possible, I would like to take Mrs. 
Weisberg and you to have lunch at Hana's like we did. last year. 

Again, thanks for blessing us with Case Open. I cannot wait 
for Never Again to be published. There are not words in the 
English language to describe how important and significant your 
work on the JFK case has been. There is not now nor has there 
ever been another writer whose work in this can ever come near 
the work you've done. I'm looking foward receivingahose mane-7--10 
scripts and seeing you in June. I hope this letter finds you 
feeling well. 

Sincerely, 

(144(-114-6■-■_ 
Scott Wilson 



scar Scott, 

Scott Wilson 	 5/23/)4 
78 Toronto Ave., 
Massapequa, HY 11750 

I appreciate what you say about (ase Open but the rest of your letter causes me 

to respond to it first of all today to be sure it iu in the mail tomorrow. 

I was confused 	aabout when you planned to come. I mistakenly believed it was this 

coning weekend so 'ranged with Irofessor nave Wrone for him to come the same weekeneg 

you have in mina. bis situation, meening all that he is ingolved in, may make it important 

for iti him to use the several days of tha ehend he planned to work here. Hy recollection 

is not certain on whether he planned for t same weekend. Perhaps it would be best if 

you check with him. If you should come the same Ubekend the only time I'd have to be 

U _tk rou would be at lunch. His number is 71044-0140. 112 really is overloaded and it 

rosy not be easy if possible for him to make it another Hume. 

Along with many mistakes not corrected in 0ase Open that fortunately most people are 

not complaining about are two different statema about the full text of the manuscript. 

Ins Lead of replacing the incorrect one they used both. That cbtates proble4 areleauses 

me to ake time to write letters and I do not even have. the complete retypted m.:,.nuseript. 

I also had no idea they were going to butcher it the way they did to create the problem, 

but 4thero is nothing that caj be done aheut that. 

All i-1 wan intended to say is that the full text would be on deposit in the iltaiir 

of the two schools eveltually. And they have slowed the retypine down, too, why I dp'no 

blow. it  was part of the original agreement, that it exist. 	 - i 

If I were to Xerox it for eke I'd have to xerox it for all, and that is an ippos-

sibility for pc as it will be for tuo.busy professors. I have back through almost page 

600 and there are 	recall eight more chapters and an epilogue. We simply cannot xerox 

about 750 pages or more for others, not at this stage of our lives. There is to7Wuch 

that needs doing that we are 'lot atee to do. 

The seme is True of what I have just completed this leek, the book Insla.This time 

i was able to control it beceuso there is no puhliehing agreement for it and I've not 

sought one. I did that for the record for history. Beier; able to control it, with my 

wife no lonPor up to the taping and not being able to afford a professional job, I have 

a student who started retyping for me beforeshems graduated last weekend. After two 

weeks she'll resume it in what time she has. She thinks she can do two chapters a week. 

Not counting corrections, for she is typing from really dirty copy, which is all I 

can do now, it will be more than 20 weeks before at the best she can have the,gititial 

retyping done. Then there are the inevitable corrections. When that is completed I 

mill giveeeeehe dach 0:. the schools a copy. !hat they then do with it I cannot say because 

::bile there is 14) libel ie it there is severe criticism and they would have to worry about 



a frivolous suit of more boil e filed. Hood has been threatened that way twice with regard 
to gylvia needier's papers end the legal expense:1 both times ,:eve what no school uants 
to incur oe even worry about. 

As I believe I telt.] yea (p1) when you were here, all I can do is try to make a 
record fur the future. To the deferee now possible for me I am doing that. I've written 
three-qua7Itere of a million eordteC this since  yvu were here when i au pretty weak. 

The situation ;Ls mot to my liana but it leaves me little chhice. 
Anyone eho can is Triele01:10 to look at these thinez here as long as it does not take 

real tiee from me. The chapters oj: whatI wrote se Hoax that are not retyped will 
not be easy to read. And what has been retyped I've not taken time to rLad and coreect 
and cannot. If in the future there are quest/ions someone els.: will have to compare what 
is retyped with the original. That ie beyond me. H-Owever, I did qo it on  IEVER AGAIN! 

because I ?:ad a contact on that and I am doing it on Inside as it is retyped. That is 
true also of severaI large articles 1  have written. 

If it is OK with Urone for you (pi) to be here when he is it is OK with me but he 
has soma much to do I fear he would have to limit it to a long and leisurely lunch. You , 
might enjoy him. Wonderful many Inge has dope much fine work for and about Indieans and 
is involved now, in addition to all else that keeps him so busy, as an expert witness 
foe them in a lawsuit. 

I'm sorry these situations developed ands did not intend any of them. 
I do appreciate what you said. I'm so sorry that what I did is not available. I 

'Rink they found the shortened version more than enough to do Posner in and decied'to 
1 ' do a book they ceuld sell for less and thus more people could get. 1  do not !mow.. I did 

use in it some of what you sent me, ivbcall in parttcular severel newsdaylistoriels, one 
in particulaexf4pkyyly by Sirica. 

If you people will be satisfied with a long lump 	Land that is OK with drone, it 
ie with me, too. But I think that the uoek he has in mind would limit it to that. 

I do hope it all works out! 
Beet, 

■G''PZ7.':r:;::l*?a3,'NZSMP:',MMZ67rAMW 


